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The Case For Impeachment
First principles -- Andrew Johnson survives -- Down goes Nixon -- The Clinton predicament -- Unable to discharge -Lessons -- The case of Trump
This book of 13 poems by Victor Edgar Rivera, a New Jersey writer born in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, condemns Donald
Trump and his administration for their treatment of immigrants and the people of Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria, their
trampling on the rights of African-Americans, women and the LGBT community, and their erosion of civil liberties and
social justice.
A Vintage Short Original On Wednesday January 21st, Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee Rep. Adam Schiff
opened the impeachment trial of Donald Trump by delivering a powerful address. Shiff laid out the case against Trump
and the facts of the inquiry. Vigorous and galvanizing, this ebook short prints the entirety of Schiff's opening argument:
Trump's actions consituted an abuse of power and an obstruction of Congress.
Originally published at the height of the Watergate crisis, Charles Black's classic Impeachment: A Handbook has long
been the premier guide to the subject of presidential impeachment. Now thoroughly updated with new chapters by Philip
Bobbitt, it remains essential reading for every concerned citizen. Praise for Impeachment: "To understand impeachment,
read this book. It shows how the rule of law limits power, even of the most powerful, and reminds us that the impact of
the law on our lives ultimately depends on the conscience of the individual American."--Bill Bradley, former United States
senator "The most important book ever written on presidential impeachment."--Lawfare "A model of how so serious an
act of state should be approached."--Wall Street Journal "A citizen's guide to impeachment. . . . Elegantly written, lucid,
intelligent, and comprehensive."--New York Times Book Review "The finest text on the subject I have ever read."--Ben
Wittes
Impeachment proceedings continued until early 1799, when the Senate dismissed the impeachment, finding that
senators are not subject to the process.
In the updated 2020 edition of this classic text, Allan J. Lichtman applies his trademark 13 keys to predicting the outcome
of presidential elections to every election since 1860 and shows readers the current state of the 2020 race, dispelling
much of the mystery behind electoral politics. An indispensable resource for political junkies!
"Elizabeth Holtzman has always been the first and the bravest, the smartest and most trusted. She is the expert we need
to deal with an accidental President who got there as a serial sexual harasser, a candidate who lost the popular vote, and
an unsuccessful businessman who was born on third base and thinks he hit a home run. Now what? Ask Liz!"—Gloria
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Steinem Elizabeth Holtzman has been a principled leader and a persistent voice for equality and accountability since she
became the youngest woman ever elected to Congress in 1973, which she remained for forty-two years. But she sees
American democratic ideals, and the rule of law in the United States, eroding under President Trump. And as a member
of the House Judiciary Committee that voted to impeach Nixon, and one of the members of the Homeland Security
advisory council who resigned in protest of President Donald Trump’s policy of separating families at the border, former
Congresswoman Holtzman knows that of which she speaks: “President Donald Trump threatens our democracy. He lies,
attacks our constitution, assaults the press, and obstructs justice. He causes unfathomable damage. The Constitution
has a remedy for presidents who commit ‘great and dangerous offenses’: impeachment. A fair, lawful, bipartisan
impeachment inquiry into President Trump means getting to the bottom of things. It means analyzing with a clear head
and heart what President Trump has done and what the law requires. Impeaching a president is a grave undertaking.
The compassionate and diverse America I know demands we get ready to do it.” The Case for Impeaching Trump
establishes the requirements for impeachment as set out by the Constitution and proves that President Trump’s actions
have already met those requirements. Holtzman makes the definitive, constitutional case that Trump can be
impeached—and the process should start now.
A more-timely-than-ever argument that impeachment is an essential American institution from the author of Horsemen of the Trumpocalypse.
This surprising and irreverent book by one of America’s leading political reporters makes the case that impeachment is much more than a
legal and congressional process—it is an essential instrument of America’s democratic system. Articles of impeachment have been brought
sixty-two times in American history. Thomas Jefferson himself forwarded the evidence for impeachment of the first federal official to be
removed under the process—John Pickering in 1803. Impeachment is as American as apple pie. The founders designed impeachment as one
of the checks against executive power. As John Nichols reveals in this fascinating look at impeachment’s hidden history, impeachment
movements—in addition to congressional proceedings themselves—have played an important role in countering an out-of-control executive
branch. The threat of impeachment has worked to temper presidential excesses and to reassert democratic values in times of national drift.
The Genius of Impeachment makes clear that we sorely need such a movement today, and that both the president and vice president
deserve impeachment. In the spirit of maverick congressmember Henry B. González, who introduced articles of impeachment against both
George H. W. Bush and Ronald Reagan for making war without a declaration, this book is a fearless call to Americans to hold our leaders
accountable to democracy. “Arguing that regular elections are an insufficient democratic guardian against corrupt officeholders . . . this work
relies on its power-to-the-people persona for its appeal.” —Booklist
"A brilliant lawyer...A new and very important book. I would encourage all people...to read!"—President Donald J. Trump “Absolutely
amazing…. If you care about justice...read this book.”—Sean Hannity “Maybe the question isn’t what happened to Alan Dershowitz. Maybe
it’s what happened to everyone else.”—Politico Alan Dershowitz has been called “one of the most prominent and consistent defenders of civil
liberties in America” by Politico and “the nation’s most peripatetic civil liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders of
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individual rights” by Newsweek. Yet he has come under partisan fire for applying those same principles to Donald Trump during the course of
his many appearances in national media outlets as an expert resource on civil liberties and constitutional law. The Case Against Removing
Trump seeks to reorient the debate over impeachment to the same standard that Dershowitz has continued to uphold for decades: the law of
the United States of America, as established by the Constitution. In the author’s own words: “In the fervor to impeach President Trump, his
political enemies have ignored the text of the Constitution. As a civil libertarian who voted against Trump, I remind those who would impeach
him not to run roughshod over a document that has protected us all for two and a quarter centuries. In this case against impeachment, I make
arguments similar to those I made against the impeachment of President Bill Clinton (and that I would be making had Hillary Clinton been
elected and Republicans were seeking to impeach her). Impeachment and removal of a president are not entirely political decisions by
Congress. Every member takes an oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution sets out specific substantive
criteria that MUST be met. I am thrilled to contribute to this important debate and especially that my book will be so quickly available to
readers so they can make up their own minds.”
“Maybe the question isn’t what happened to Alan Dershowitz. Maybe it’s what happened to everyone else.”—Politico In Defending the
Constitution, Alan Dershowitz—New York Times bestselling author and one of America’s most respected legal scholars—makes an
impassioned constitutional argument against the impeachment of President Donald Trump, just as he delivered it to the United States
Senate. Alan Dershowitz has been called “one of the most prominent and consistent defenders of civil liberties in America” by Politico and
“the nation’s most peripatetic civil liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders of individual rights” by Newsweek. Yet he has
come under intense criticism fire for applying those same principles, and his famed “shoe?on?the?other?foot test,” to Donald Trump,
especially after arguing on the president’s behalf before the U.S. Senate as it deliberated impeachment. Defending the Constitution seeks to
refocus the debate over impeachment to the same standard that Dershowitz has upheld for decades: the law of the United States of America,
as established by the Constitution. Citing legal examples from a long lineage of distinguished judges and attorneys, and examining the
impeachment language in the Constitution itself, Dershowitz proves—first to the U.S. Senate, and now to readers everywhere—that President
Trump should not have been impeached, and certainly should not be removed, for causes that do not meet the standards laid out by the
founding fathers. This book is Alan Dershowitz’s argument for a return to nonpartisan judgment based on the Constitution, for a preservation
of the separation of powers and the checks and balances that make American government great. It is essential reading for anyone interested
in or concerned about the impeachment of President Trump, and for everyone who cares about the future of U.S. government and society.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times • The New York Times Book Review • NPR •
Publishers Weekly “This absorbing and important book recounts the titanic struggle over the implications of the Civil War amid the
impeachment of a defiant and temperamentally erratic American president.”—Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Soul of
America When Abraham Lincoln was assassinated and Vice-President Andrew Johnson became “the Accidental President,” it was a
dangerous time in America. Congress was divided over how the Union should be reunited: when and how the secessionist South should
regain full status, whether former Confederates should be punished, and when and whether black men should be given the vote. Devastated
by war and resorting to violence, many white Southerners hoped to restore a pre–Civil War society, if without slavery, and the pugnacious
Andrew Johnson seemed to share their goals. With the unchecked power of executive orders, Johnson ignored Congress, pardoned rebel
leaders, promoted white supremacy, opposed civil rights, and called Reconstruction unnecessary. It fell to Congress to stop the American
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president who acted like a king. With profound insights and making use of extensive research, Brenda Wineapple dramatically evokes this
pivotal period in American history, when the country was rocked by the first-ever impeachment of a sitting American president. And she
brings to vivid life the extraordinary characters who brought that impeachment forward: the willful Johnson and his retinue of
advocates—including complicated men like Secretary of State William Seward—as well as the equally complicated visionaries committed to
justice and equality for all, like Thaddeus Stevens, Charles Sumner, Frederick Douglass, and Ulysses S. Grant. Theirs was a last-ditch,
patriotic, and Constitutional effort to render the goals of the Civil War into reality and to make the Union free, fair, and whole. Praise for The
Impeachers “In this superbly lyrical work, Brenda Wineapple has plugged a glaring hole in our historical memory through her vivid and
sweeping portrayal of President Andrew Johnson’s 1868 impeachment. She serves up not simply food for thought but a veritable feast of
observations on that most trying decision for a democracy: whether to oust a sitting president. Teeming with fiery passions and unforgettable
characters, The Impeachers will be devoured by contemporary readers seeking enlightenment on this issue. . . . A landmark study.”—Ron
Chernow, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Grant
As Congress prepares articles of impeachment of President Trump, read the definitive book on presidential impeachment and how it should
be used today. Impeachment is our ultimate constitutional check against an out-of-control executive. But it is also a perilous and traumatic
undertaking for the nation. In this authoritative examination, Laurence Tribe and Joshua Matz rise above the daily clamor to illuminate
impeachment's proper role in our age of broken politics. Now revised with a new epilogue, To End a Presidency is an essential book for
anyone seeking to understand how this fearsome power should be deployed.
An account of the attempt to remove Andrew Johnson from the presidency. It demolishes the myth that Johnson's impeachment was
unjustified.
Several books have argued a hypothetical case for impeaching George W. Bush, but Congressman Dennis Kucinich grabbed the bull by the
horns and put forward 35 Articles of Impeachment before Congress in June 2008. This book presents all of Kucinich's Articles along with
supplementary material that cannot be found in the Congressional Record. Vincent Bugliosi's best-selling The Prosecution of George W.
Bush for Murder addresses only one of Bush's crimes, while Dennis Kucinich's 35 Articles of Impeachment fully opens the can of worms,
proving a case against dozens of executive crimes.

The instant #1 bestseller. “This taut and terrifying book is among the most closely observed accounts of Donald J. Trump’s
shambolic tenure in office to date." - Dwight Garner, The New York Times Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol
Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative of Donald
Trump’s presidency “I alone can fix it.” So proclaimed Donald J. Trump on July 21, 2016, accepting the Republican presidential
nomination and promising to restore what he described as a fallen nation. Yet as he undertook the actual work of the commander
in chief, it became nearly impossible to see beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. In fact, there
were patterns to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal value of the Trump administration was loyalty—not to the
country, but to the president himself—and Trump’s North Star was always the perpetuation of his own power. With deep and
unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker reveal the forty-fifth president up close. Here,
for the first time, certain officials who felt honor-bound not to divulge what they witnessed in positions of trust tell the truth for the
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benefit of history. A peerless and gripping narrative, A Very Stable Genius not only reveals President Trump at his most
unvarnished but shows how he tested the strength of America’s democracy and its common heart as a nation.
“With insight, wisdom, affection, and concern, Sunstein has written the story of impeachment every citizen needs to know. This is
a remarkable, essential book.” —Doris Kearns Goodwin No one is above the law, not even the president. Impeachment is the most
potent tool the founders gave us to ensure it, and yet few of us even know how it works. As Benjamin Franklin famously put it,
Americans have a republic, if we can keep it. Preserving the Constitution and the democratic system it supports is the public's
responsibility. One route the Constitution provides for discharging that duty--a route rarely traveled--is impeachment. Expanding
beyond violations of the law, impeachment was meant to defend against any action that would undermine the foundations of our
republic. Harvard Law professor Cass R. Sunstein provides a succinct citizen's guide to this essential tool of self-government.
Taking us deeper than mere partisan politics, he illuminates the constitutional design behind impeachment and emphasizes the
people's role in holding presidents accountable. In spite of the loud national debate over whether or not the House is right to
impeach Trump, impeachment itself remains widely misunderstood. Sunstein identifies and corrects a number of common
misconceptions, and describes how impeachment helps is an essential piece of our constitutional order, and a crucial part of the
framers' decision to install an empowered executive in a nation deeply fearful of kings. With an eye toward the past and the future,
Impeachment: A Citizen's Guide considers a host of actual and imaginable arguments for a president's removal, explaining why
some cases are easy and others hard, why some arguments for impeachment have been judicious and others not. And with an
afterword and appendix on the current impeachment, it puts the national debate in its proper historical context. In direct and
approachable terms, it is a guide through the treacherous waters of the impeachment process so that Americans of all political
convictions may use their ultimate civic authority wisely.
This brilliantly argued and wonderfully written collection by twenty-two of the best political analysts in the US analyzes the
extraordinary and unprecedented threat the White House and its allies present to civil liberties, civil rights, the Constitution,
international law, and the future of the planet. Impeach the President unearths the stories behind election fraud in 2000 and 2004,
the overt lies used to justify pre-emptive war on Iraq, the extensive, ongoing commission of war crimes and torture, the tragic
failures in the lead-up to and aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, and lesser-known but equally alarming offences of propaganda and
disinformation, illegal spying, environmental destruction, and the violation of the separation of church and state. Loo and Phillips
chillingly reveal the full threat behind the radical right-wing force that has taken over the world’s most powerful office.
The official report from the House Intelligence Committee on Donald Trump’s secret pressure campaign against Ukraine, featuring
an exclusive introduction by Pulitzer Prize–winning author and biographer Jon Meacham For only the fourth time in American
history, the House of Representatives has conducted an impeachment inquiry into a sitting United States president. This landmark
document details the findings of the House Intelligence Committee’s historic investigation of whether President Donald J. Trump
committed impeachable offenses when he sought to have Ukraine announce investigations of former vice president Joe Biden and
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his son Hunter. Penetrating a dense web of connected activity by the president, his ambassador Gordon Sondland, his personal
attorney Rudolph Giuliani, and many others, these pages offer a damning, blow-by-blow account of the president’s attempts to
“use the powers of his office to solicit foreign interference on his behalf in the 2020 election” and his subsequent attempts to
obstruct the House investigation into his actions. Published here with an introduction offering critical context from bestselling
presidential historian Jon Meacham, The Impeachment Report is necessary reading for every American concerned about the fate
of our democracy.
The complete riveting transcript of the historic case against the president for igniting the January 6 siege of the Capitol “Stop the
steal.” “The inciter in chief.” “The January exception.” “Fight like hell.” “The Framers’ worst nightmare.” “Our President wants
us here.” “Is this America?” “President Trump may not know a lot about the framers, but they certainly knew a lot about him.”
The second impeachment trial of President Donald J. Trump, following the norm-shattering attempt by his followers to disrupt the
peaceful transfer of power, seared a new lexicon into our collective consciousness and marked a watershed moment in American
history. The case, presented to the Senate by impeachment managers from the House, marked a bravura performance by
members of Congress who were themselves the targets of the rioters incited by the president only days earlier. Including the full
text of the arguments made over four days by the nine House representatives led by Representative Jamie Raskin, and also the
full text of Trump’s defense—as well as charts and graphs entered as evidence, and stills from the videos presented— Prosecution
of an Insurrection preserves for posterity an episode that ranks with the McCarthy Hearings, Watergate, and the Iran/Contra
Investigation for its importance in American political history.
Explains impeachment from its English roots through 250 years of American constitutional experience, including the case against
President Trump.
Who controls American immigration policy? The biggest immigration controversies of the last decade have all involved policies
produced by the President policies such as President Obama's decision to protect Dreamers from deportation and President
Trump's proclamation banning immigrants from several majority-Muslim nations. While critics of these policies have been
separated by a vast ideological chasm, their broadsides have embodied the same widely shared belief: that Congress, not the
President, ought to dictate who may come to the United States and who will be forced to leave. This belief is a myth. In The
President and Immigration Law, Adam B. Cox and Cristina M. Rodríguez chronicle the untold story of how, over the course of two
centuries, the President became our immigration policymaker-in-chief. Diving deep into the history of American immigration policy
from founding-era disputes over deporting sympathizers with France to contemporary debates about asylum-seekers at the
Southern border they show how migration crises, real or imagined, have empowered presidents. Far more importantly, they also
uncover how the Executive's ordinary power to decide when to enforce the law, and against whom, has become an extraordinarily
powerful vehicle for making immigration policy. This pathbreaking account helps us understand how the United States ?has come
to run an enormous shadow immigration system-one in which nearly half of all noncitizens in the country are living in violation of
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the law. It also provides a blueprint for reform, one that accepts rather than laments the role the President plays in shaping the
national community, while also outlining strategies to curb the abuse of law enforcement authority in immigration and beyond.
As President Trump’s National Security Advisor, John Bolton spent many of his 453 days in the room where it happened, and the facts speak
for themselves. The result is a White House memoir that is the most comprehensive and substantial account of the Trump Administration,
and one of the few to date by a top-level official. With almost daily access to the President, John Bolton has produced a precise rendering of
his days in and around the Oval Office. What Bolton saw astonished him: a President for whom getting reelected was the only thing that
mattered, even if it meant endangering or weakening the nation. “I am hard-pressed to identify any significant Trump decision during my
tenure that wasn’t driven by reelection calculations,” he writes. In fact, he argues that the House committed impeachment malpractice by
keeping their prosecution focused narrowly on Ukraine when Trump’s Ukraine-like transgressions existed across the full range of his foreign
policy—and Bolton documents exactly what those were, and attempts by him and others in the Administration to raise alarms about them. He
shows a President addicted to chaos, who embraced our enemies and spurned our friends, and was deeply suspicious of his own
government. In Bolton’s telling, all this helped put Trump on the bizarre road to impeachment. “The differences between this presidency and
previous ones I had served were stunning,” writes Bolton, who worked for Reagan, Bush 41, and Bush 43. He discovered a President who
thought foreign policy is like closing a real estate deal—about personal relationships, made-for-TV showmanship, and advancing his own
interests. As a result, the US lost an opportunity to confront its deepening threats, and in cases like China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea
ended up in a more vulnerable place. Bolton’s account starts with his long march to the West Wing as Trump and others woo him for the
National Security job. The minute he lands, he has to deal with Syria’s chemical attack on the city of Douma, and the crises after that never
stop. As he writes in the opening pages, “If you don’t like turmoil, uncertainty, and risk—all the while being constantly overwhelmed with
information, decisions to be made, and sheer amount of work—and enlivened by international and domestic personality and ego conflicts
beyond description, try something else.” The turmoil, conflicts, and egos are all there—from the upheaval in Venezuela, to the erratic and
manipulative moves of North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, to the showdowns at the G7 summits, the calculated warmongering by Iran, the crazy
plan to bring the Taliban to Camp David, and the placating of an authoritarian China that ultimately exposed the world to its lethal lies. But this
seasoned public servant also has a great eye for the Washington inside game, and his story is full of wit and wry humor about how he saw it
played.
The war in Iraq . . . No bid contracts awarded to Halliburton . . . Hurricane Katrina . . . The CIA leak investigation . . . The story gets worse and
worse. The evidence is glaring. George W. Bush's record as a president is abysmal. And it's time to impeach him. The Case for Impeachment
lays out the reasons why in a straightforward, letter-of-the-law manner. Mixing the cold, hard facts with the lies and deceptions of this
administration, The Case for Impeachment is a serious consideration of Bush's high crimes and misdemeanors while in office. This important
and timely book will serve as a rallying cry for all those fed up with George W. Bush's abuses of power. It's time for the American people and
Congress to act. With so much at stake, we have a president whose administration stands out in its criminality and disdain for the rule of law.
The Case for Impeachment explains the legal history and grounds for impeaching George W. Bush and brings forth more than a half dozen
articles of impeachment the likes of: *Lying and inducing Congress and the American people into an unjust war. *Allowing his friends and
business cronies to profiteer off the war in Iraq. *Authorizing torture and rendition of prisoners of war and suspected terrorists--a complete
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violation of the Geneva Conventions, a treaty the U.S. has signed and is therefore part of our law. *Stripping American citizens of their
Constitutional rights--holding people with no charge, wiretapping them illegally, offering them no trial, and never allowing them to face their
accusers. *Failing in almost every way possible to defend the homeland and our borders. Hard hitting and persuasive in its argument, The
Case for Impeachment will be one of the most talked-about political books for the pathetic remainder of the Bush Presidency.
We still imagine ourselves a nation of laws, not of men. This is not merely an article of faith but a bedrock principle of the United States
Constitution. Our founding compact provides a remedy against rulers supplanting the rule of law, and Andrew C. McCarthy makes a
compelling case for using it. The authors of the Constitution saw practical reasons to place awesome powers in a single chief executive, who
could act quickly and decisively in times of peril. Yet they well understood that unchecked power in one person’s hands posed a serious
threat to liberty, the defining American imperative. Much of the debate at the Philadelphia convention therefore centered on how to stop a
rogue executive who became a law unto himself. The Framers vested Congress with two checks on presidential excess: the power of the
purse and the power of impeachment. They are potent remedies, and there are no others. It is a straightforward matter to establish that
President Obama has committed “high crimes and misdemeanors,” a term signifying maladministration and abuses of power by holders of
high public trust. But making the legal case is insufficient for successful impeachment, leading to removal from office. Impeachment is a
political matter and hinges on public opinion. In Faithless Execution, McCarthy weighs the political dynamics as he builds a case, assembling
a litany of abuses that add up to one overarching offense: the president’s willful violation of his solemn oath to execute the laws faithfully.
The “fundamental transformation” he promised involves concentrating power into his own hands by flouting law—statutes, judicial rulings, the
Constitution itself—and essentially daring the other branches of government to stop him. McCarthy contends that our elected representative
are duty-bound to take up the dare.
An incisive legal argument that the attempt to impeach then-President Bill Clinton was not only ethically troubling, but actually against the
basic legal procedures of the House and Senate and thus unconstitutional. A wake-up call, relevant even today, of the lengths to which the
American right will go in order to bring down their rivals, even under the scrutinizing eyes of the world.
The little understood yet great power of impeachment lodged in the Congress is dissected in this text through history by Raoul Berger, a
leading scholar on the subject. He sheds new light on whether impeachment is limited to indictable crimes, on whether there is jurisdiction to
impeach for misconduct outside office, and on whether impeachment must precede indictment. Berger also finds firm footing in contesting the
views of one-time Judge Robert Bork and President Nixon's lawyer, James St Clair.
Impeachment: What Everyone Needs to Know® is the step back and deep reflection on the law of impeachment that everyone needs now.
Written in an accessible and lively question-and-answer format, it offers a timely explanation of the impeachment process from its very
meaning to its role in politics today. The book defines the scope of impeachable offenses, and how the Constitution provides alternative
procedures and sanctions for addressing misconduct in office. It explains why the only two presidential impeachments, those of Andrew
Johnson and Bill Clinton, failed to lead to conviction, and how the impeachments of federal judges illuminate the law and politics of the
process. As a legal expert and the only joint witness in the impeachment proceedings against President Clinton, author Michael J. Gerhardt
also explores a question frequently asked-will Donald Trump be impeached? This book does not take a side in the debate over the possible
impeachment of the president; instead, it is a primer for anyone eager to learn about impeachment's origins, practices, limitations, and
alternatives.
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Why President Trump has left us with no choice but to remove him from office, as explained by celebrated Supreme Court lawyer and former
Acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Why President Trump has left us with no choice but to remove him from office, as explained by
celebrated Supreme Court lawyer and former Acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal. No one is above the law. This belief is as American as
freedom of speech and turkey on Thanksgiving—held sacred by Democrats and Republicans alike. But as celebrated Supreme Court lawyer
and former Acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal argues in Impeach, if President Trump is not held accountable for repeatedly asking foreign
powers to interfere in the 2020 presidential election, this could very well mark the end of our democracy. To quote President George
Washington’s Farewell Address: “Foreign influence is one of the most baneful foes of republican government.” Impeachment should always
be our last resort, explains Katyal, but our founders, our principles, and our Constitution leave us with no choice but to impeach President
Trump—before it’s too late.
"In his behind-the-scenes account of the attempts to bring the president to justice--from filing the very first legal actions against him, through
the Mueller report, to the turbulent impeachment and trial, to the president's ongoing wrongdoing today--Norman Eisen, at the forefront of the
battle since the day of Trump's inauguration, pulls back the curtain on the process. He reveals ten proposed articles of impeachment, not just
the two that were publicly tried, all of which he had a hand in drafting. He then guides us through Trump's lifelong instincts that have dictated
his presidency: a cycle of abuse, corruption, and relentless obstruction of the truth"--Dust jacket flap.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Lichtman has written what may be the most important book of the year.” —The Hill "It is still striking to see the full
argument unfold and realize that you don’t have to be a zealot to imagine some version of it happening…Lies. Abuse of power. Treason.
Crimes against humanity. Martial law. Lichtman throws everything Trump’s way.." —Washington Post Professor Allan J. Lichtman, who has
correctly forecasted thirty years of presidential outcomes, makes the case for impeaching the 45th president of the United States, Donald J.
Trump In the fall of 2016, Distinguished Professor of History at American University Allan J. Lichtman made headlines when he predicted that
Donald J. Trump would defeat the heavily favored Democrat, Hillary Clinton, to win the presidential election. Now, in clear, nonpartisan terms,
Lichtman lays out the reasons Congress could remove Trump from the Oval Office: his ties to Russia before and after the election, the
complicated financial conflicts of interest at home and abroad, and his abuse of executive authority. The Case for Impeachment also offers a
fascinating look at presidential impeachments throughout American history, including the often-overlooked story of Andrew Johnson’s
impeachment, details about Richard Nixon’s resignation, and Bill Clinton’s hearings. Lichtman shows how Trump exhibits many of the flaws
(and more) that have doomed past presidents. As the Nixon Administration dismissed the reporting of Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein as
“character assassination” and “a vicious abuse of the journalistic process,” Trump has attacked the “dishonest media,” claiming, “the press
should be ashamed of themselves.” Historians, legal scholars, and politicians alike agree: we are in politically uncharted waters—the durability
of our institutions is being undermined and the public’s confidence in them is eroding, threatening American democracy itself. Most
citizens—politics aside—want to know where the country is headed. Lichtman argues, with clarity and power, that for Donald Trump’s
presidency, smoke has become fire.
Four experts on the American presidency examine the three times impeachment has been invoked—against Andrew Johnson, Richard Nixon,
and Bill Clinton—and explain what it means today. Impeachment is a double-edged sword. Though it was designed to check tyrants, Thomas
Jefferson also called impeachment “the most formidable weapon for the purpose of a dominant faction that was ever contrived.” On the one
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hand, it nullifies the will of voters, the basic foundation of all representative democracies. On the other, its absence from the Constitution
would leave the country vulnerable to despotic leadership. It is rarely used, and with good reason. Only three times has a president’s conduct
led to such political disarray as to warrant his potential removal from office, transforming a political crisis into a constitutional one. None has
yet succeeded. Andrew Johnson was impeached in 1868 for failing to kowtow to congressional leaders—and, in a large sense, for failing to be
Abraham Lincoln—yet survived his Senate trial. Richard Nixon resigned in August 1974 after the House Judiciary Committee approved three
articles of impeachment against him for lying, obstructing justice, and employing his executive power for personal and political gain. Bill
Clinton had an affair with a White House intern, but in 1999 he faced trial in the Senate less for that prurient act than for lying under oath
about it. In the first book to consider these three presidents alone—and the one thing they have in common—Jeffrey A. Engel, Jon Meacham,
Timothy Naftali, and Peter Baker explain that the basis and process of impeachment is more political than legal. The Constitution states that
the president “shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and
Misdemeanors,” leaving room for historical precedent and the temperament of the time to weigh heavily on each case. This book reveals the
complicated motives behind each impeachment—never entirely limited to the question of a president’s guilt—and the risks to all sides. Each
case depended on factors beyond the president’s behavior: his relationship with Congress, the polarization of the moment, and the power
and resilience of the office itself. This is a realist view of impeachment that looks to history for clues about its potential use in the future.
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